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NOTATION
dy/du	 change of flightpath angle with airspeed for constant thrust
EADI	 electronic attitude director indicator
Fc	column force
GW	 gross weight
HSI	 horizontal situation indicator
fiTD
	
touchdown sink rate
IFR	 instrument fl.ig:^t rules
IFD	 multifunction display
m	 aircraft mass
NH high-pressure engine rotor rpm
TR roll mode time constant
TS spiral mode time const,,int
t 0,5Ay ma time to 50% of the peak flightpath response to a step change
in throttle
VFR visual flight rules
VC initial calibrated airspeed
0
w perturbation vertical velocity
XTD
touchdown distance from runway threshold
Zw vertical velocity damping, m az/aw
(Au s s/Ayss) AT ratio of change of steady-state airspeed to flightpath due to
a change in thrust	 (.:onstant pitch attitude)
Auss/A©ss ratio of change of stead y -state airspeed to pitch attitude
(constant thrust)
A^/Am ratio of peak Sideslip to peak bank angle occurring during a
turn entry maneuver
(Aymax/A)=%s)AT
ratio of peak to steady-state change of flightpath angle due
to a change in thrust	 (constant pitch attitude)
iii	 PREC's—Zi vG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
QYmax/Aeas
AYso/Aeas
6c
dw
^dtwd
{sp'wsp
iv
emax/Oss
v
^m:ix4ss
wE
peak change in flightpath angle in response to a step change
in pitch attitude
ratio of change of steady-state flightpath angle to pitch
attitude
flap position
wheel position
damping ratio and natural frequency of the Dutch roll mode
damping ratio and natural frequency of the short period mode
pitch rate
ratio of peak to steady-state change in pitch attitude
nozzle position
roll rate
ratio of peak to steady-state change in bank angle
natural fregUenCY of the engine dynamic response to throttle
Flight experiments have been conducted with the Aug mentor Wing
Research Aircraft to evaluate flying qualities for the SROL flare and
landing during night operations. 7tx: experiments were carried out at
Ames Research Center's experimental flight facility at the Crows Landing
Naval Airfield using a baseline lighting mmfiguration comparable to that
of Transport Canada Ottawa-Montreal S7M Demonstration Project.
Simulated instrument approaches were made to Category I mininuTs followed
by a visual landing on a 100 x 1700 ft S7M runway. Data was obtained
for variations in the aircraft's flare response eftracteristics and
control techniques and for different combinations ., f aircraft and runway
lighting and a visual approach slope indication.
With the oorpalete aircraft and runway lighting and visual guidance
as used in the Transport Canada Program, no degradation in flying
qualities or landing performance was observed compared to daylight
operations. Elimination of the touchdown zone floodlights or the
aircraft landing lights led to somewtwt greater pilot workload; however
the landing could still be accomplished successfully. Loss of both
touchdown zone and aircraft landing lights lei to a high workload
situation and only a marginally adequate to inadequate landing capability
INTFODUCTION
A substantial amount of flight experience has been obtained
concerning the factors that influence control of the flare and landing
for S70L aircraft. Flight research programs at the Ames Research Center
with the Augmentor Wing and Quiet Short Haul Research Aircraft (refs.
1-5), at Princeton University with the variable stability Navion (refs.
6,7) and by Systems Technology, Inc. using this aircraft (ref. 8), have
provided considerable information about the characteristics of
flightpath response to a powered-lift STOL aircraft's thrust and pitch
attitude controls and the extent to which these characteristics influence
control of the landing flare. A good deal of experience has also been
obtained from specific operational and prototype S7M aircraft such as
the de Havilland 0HC-6 Twin Otter and Dash 7 aircraft, the Breguet 941,
the Boeing YC-14 and the McDonnell-Douglas YC-15 SML transports. Most of
this information from the research and operational programs has been
obtained during day VFR or simulated IFR landing approaches to a
specified decision height followed by a visual flare and touchdown. Only
the Twin Otter, Dash 7, and Breguet 941 have had exposure to night
operations. The Twin Otter was involved in the Transport Canada
Ottawa-Montreal SIM Demonstration Project to determine the technical,
operational, and regulatory requirements and operational feasibility of
an intercity S101, air transportation system. A number of observations
and recommendations came out of this program, including airfield
facilities and operational criteria (ref. 91 and the projects pilots'
impressions of the operational aspects of the program (ref. 10). Ossh 7
wgxwure to night operations has accumulated in con junation with its air
carrier operations, and the Breguet 941 was briefly evaluated during a
U.S. Air Force program conducted in 1963.
With this experience as a background and, specifically, considering
the design criteria developed for control of the flare and landing during
J%y operations, it was of interest to determine the extent that night
operations and airfield lighting configurations udght influence these
design criteria. Oonsequently, flight experiments were conducted an the
A gmentor Wing Research Aircraft to evaluate the flare t-ftracteristics of
selected flightpoth control configurations during daylight and night
conditions and to determine the effect of variations in the runway
lighting arrangement amid visual approach Plops guidance. The flightpati
response configurations were selected frem previous experimental programs
to include those which use either pitch attitude or thrust as the primer}►
flare control and which encompass flare response characteristics that
were assessed to range from fully satisfactory to marginally adequate
during day landings by the project evaluation pilots.
This report describes the night landing experiments, including the
research aircraft and airfield facilities, and presents the results of
the pilots' evaluations of the effects on the flare and landing of the
various lighting conditions.
DESCRIPTION OF TW- FLIGIT EXPERIMENT
Research Aircraft
The flight experiments conducted during this research program were
performed with the NASA Ames Research Center's Augmentor Wing Research
Aircraft. This aircraft, as shown in figure 1, is a de Havilland C-8A
Buffalo, modified to incorporate a ,-repulsive lift system by The Hoeing
tkmpany, de Havilland of Canada, and Rolls Rayne of Canada. In this
program, capabilities for altering its basic lift anti draq
characteristics, as described in reference 1, were used to represent
selected configurations for evaluation of flare control characteristics.
Pitch, call, and yaw stabilization and command augmentation were also
provided to insure satisfactory attitude control for these experiments.
Cockpit displays and other instrumentation described in reference 1
were also included. For night operation, external landing lights and
cockpit interior lights were added to the aircraft; three 250 watt
scaled-beam lights were attached to the aircraft's main landing gear and
nose gear as shown in figure 2.
Airfield Facility
Approach and landing operations were conducted at Ames Research
Center's experimental flight facility at the Crows Landing Naval
Airfield. A STO L runway is laid out on the surface of rummy 35 as shown
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I i f igure 3. This runway his dimensions of 30 x 51&n 1,100 x 1700 ft)
&-d is located about half way along tto length of the main runway,
Fbr night operations, this runway was lighted as shown in figure 4.
This arrangement was intended to represent that used in reference 9 and
did so to a major extent. White runway edge lights of 30 watts power
lined the length of the runway. Green touchdown zone edge lights of 204
:watts intensity extended for the length of the touchdown more, which was
92m (300 ft) in this inutance instead of 61m (200 ft) as used in the
daylight landings of reference 1. In addition, the touchdown mane was
floodlit by 500 watt lamps, spaced 15m (50 ft) apart, 6.1m ( 20 ft) fron
the edge of the runway. The photograph in figure 4b shows the oL,plete
lighting arrangement although the quality of the picture is insufficient
to show the extent to whist, the floodlights illuminate the touchdown
more. In fact, the entire zone from runway centerline to both edges was
fully lighted.
Photographs and detailed drawings of the individual light elements
are shown in figures 5 and 6. For this experiment, their installation
was intended to be portable. As a consequence, they all were MXmted on
wooden frame footings and were restrained by sandbags to prevent them
from being displaced by the aircraft's wake. The drawings illustrate the
pe.-nment design installation used in reference 9.
!4casureatents were nwi€ of the intLnsity of illumination of the
wntouchdo zone. Readings were obtained from a Pritchard Photometer
(Model 1970-PR) located 1.45m (4.75 ft) above the runway surface and
aimed at the runway at a depression angle of 16 degrees. Figure 7 shows
the locatict %s of the aim points at which the photometer readings were
taken and presents a tabulation of these values.
Precision electronic landing guidance was prrAded by a prototype
microwave system (MODILS). A F'resnel Lens Optical Landing System was
used for visual guidance to the glide slope during the final segment of
the approach below decision height and during the initiation of the
flare. This device is shown in figure 3 and is described in detail in
reference 11. It gives an indication of deviation from an optical glide
slope using a light source focussed through the Fresnel lens and
referenced to a horizontal datum bar of green lights as shown in figure
4b. For this experiment, the optical glide slope was offset from the 7.5
degree MJDILS glide slope by a vertical distance corresponding to the
pilot's eye position in the cockpit with the aircraft in its nominal
landing attitude so that the visual and electronic indications of glide
slope deviation were in agreement. The runway intercept points for the
MDDIUS and optical glide slopes are indicated in figures 3 and 4.
For this experiment, data was obtained through tape recording on
board the aircraft and telemetry of a pulse code-modulated (PCM) data
stream. The airborne data included aircraft attitudes, angular rates,
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linear acceleration data, approach path deviations, engine FsrtOSnlsrros,
control positions, and digital control system discrete and earputed
variables. Ground-based three axis, radar tracking data was merged with
that cbLAned f-man telemetry and recorded for post flight analysis of
approach path tracking and landing performance.
Fperiment Matrix
Flame onntrol oonfIgurationa were adopted from refemgm 1 and 2
and represented extremes of variations in the pilots' assessments of
flare control with pitch attitude area thrust fr+am those program. Their
essential characteristics are reviewed in table 1. They irclude (A) the
basic Augmentor Wind Aircraft (eonfig. 11 from ref. 1) that utilizes
pitch rotation as the primary control, with assistance as required from
thrust; (B) a configuration f-cm reference 2 that augments flightpath
response to pitch to the extent that pitch alone is used for the flue;
(C)a configuration with inadequate path response to pitch that requires
that thrust be the primary flare control (config. 14 from ref. 1); and
(D)a configuration similar to (C) but with quickened Path response to
throttle. 'Ilwy were first reassessed in daylight operations to confirm
the pilots'original judgments. Then, all four were evaluated under night
conditions with all runway lighting elements and the Freanel lens
guidance turnec.on. Following this series of londings, configurations A
and D were e,.m' - ;ted with the floodlights off, and configuration A was
assessed with landing lights off, the Fresnel lens off, and both
floodlights and landing lights off. Landings were not performed with
degraded lighting for configuration C, wi•-)se characteristics were only
marginally adequate under the best lighting conditions
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Review of Daylight Landing Characteristics
Before night operations were initiated, each of the experimental
configurations were re-evaluated under daylight conditions to familiarize
the pilots with their flare characteristics and to establish a baseline
frem which to assess the influence of night operations and the aircraft
and airfield lighting conditions. Following the familiarization flights,
both pilots concurred with the ratings that were given to these
configurations during the landing evaluations of tvferencvs 1 and 2. As
noted in table 2, configuration A (config 11, ref 1 ) was considered to
have adequate flare capability when pitch rotation is used as the
primary control to modulate the flare and thrust is used as required for
gross sink rate corrections at fldre entry and to prevent floating out of
the touchdown zone. Pilot ratings ranged from 3-1/2 to 5 in this case.
configuration B with augmented heave response (ref. 2) could be flared
with pitch control alone and was considered to have fully satisfactory
flare capability. Pilot ratings for this configuration were 2 to 3. For
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configuration C (config 14, ref 1) which had inadequate heave response
pitch, the flare was performed prirrsrily with thrust. Because of the
relatively sluggish flightpath response to the throttles associated with
lory vertical vela-ity damping (?w - -0.21 sec t ) and smewhat slow engine
acceleration characteristics ( - 2.7 rad/sec), the flare capability
with thrust was considered to bewlust adequate and was rated from 5 to 6
by the pilots. When the effective engine response was quiduned
substantially ( w E- 10.4 rad/sec) for configuration D, the flare
capability was considered to be clearly adequate or ever► marginally
satisfactox, and was given ratings from 3 Co 4-1/2.
Effect of Night Lighting Conditicca
Pull lightiM c onfig zation - With the complete aircraft and
airfield 1 ghting crnnfiigurat on described in the previous section, the
pilots considered the flame ar.d landing capability for all four.
flightpath response configurations to be the same or only slightly
degraded in comparison to daylight operations. At the most, pilot B's
ratings changed only by one-half rating unit. The floodlit landing zone
used in this program, provided cues for Judgment of sink rate and
touchdown point that ware equivalent to those available in daylight. In
some cases the pilots were more conscious of the touchdown zone than
during daylight conditions. Runway surface detail was discernible prior
to flare initiation and depth perception was considered to be good. They
airmift landing lights illuminated the dark runway surface ahead of the
touchdown zone and pro-ided some indication of the visual aim point for
flare initiation.
Flare prati?.es for configuration A are shown in figure 9 that offer
a comparison of day and rLi.ght operations with complete runways and
aircraft lighting available. Considering the sink rate profiles in
figure 9a, the character of the flare is quite similar for day and night
conditions, particularly the altitude for flare initiation and the amount
of sink rate arrestment. The use of pitch rotation for flare control is
nearly identical as well and, as illustrated in figure 9b, the rotation
frem flare initiation to touchdown is steady with no apparent oscillatory
tendencies. None control with +.hnmt, coordinated with the pitch
rot°.tion, may be noted in figure 9c, and is consistent with the flare
technique used for this configuration in reference 1. A oomparison of
landing performance, presented in figure 10 shows similar touchdown point
and sink rata dispersions for day and night conditions. The difference
in mean sink rakes is not considered to be significant and any difference
is most likely due to the absence of turbulence during night operations.
The fact that the mean touchdown point was well within the touchdown zone
for the night landings, as oompared to somewhat longer daylight landings
is considered to be a consequence of the incentive to land within the
lighted area, the enhanced definition of the touchdown zone provided by
the floodlights, and the lack of a well defined visual aim point for t:*
daylight landings. Consequently, it should be possible to reduce or
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eliminate this differs by providing a omWelling visual aim point on
the rumvay for daylight landings.
Pbr configuration B, landing flare profiles presented in figure 11
also show comparable bahavior for day and night landings. The flare
eomensncxs with a pitch rotation at altitudes from 40 to 50 feet artid a
gentle rotation is carried to the point of touchdown. Because the
aircraft's heave resporee to pitch is quickened and follows the pitch
rotation well in the long term, quite precise sink rate control can be
achieved with this configuration. Limited touchdown performance data
were obtained for night landings with configuration B and are shown in
figure 12. Thesedata fall within the range of results for touchdown
distance and sink rate that were obtained during daylight operations and
corroborate the pilots' impressions that fully satisfactory larding
performance can be achieved with this configuration.
Profiles for configuration C are presented in figure 13. Flare
initiation appears to occur at similar altitudes at night as in daylight,
when the full lighting array is available. The same vigorous use of
thrust is also evident is both cases. Although landing performance data
for night operations are not sufficient for statistical significance, the
results, shown for comparison in tigure 14, as well as ttre pilots'
impressions of precision of flare control indicate that acceptable
landing performaancc can be achieved.
Results from landings with configuration D show similar
characteristics of flare control to those of configuration A for both day
and night landings. Figure 15 illustrates the flare profiles for night
operations and presents a few examples from day landings as well. Sink
rate profiles are comparable for day and night conditions and, refer.,ing
to figure 9a, to those for configuration A during night landings. Thrust
control is similar for the day and night examples shown and it is worth
noting that except for the final application of thrust to arrest the sink
rate, the magnitude of thrust control activity is considerably less for
this configuration with quickened thrust response, particularly compared
to configuration C (fig. 13b) that has substantially longer thrust
response time to the throttles. Landing performance results are
presented in figure 16 and, with the exception of one larding short of
the touchdown zone, are comparable to those for configuration A.
Touchdown zone floodli hts off - Landings without the touchdown zone
floodlights were performed with configurations A and D. While there are
nearly as many cues available with the floodlights off as with them on,
there is less awareness of the touchdown zone location with these lights
off. Time landing lights did not illuminate the runway surface until the
aircraft descended to about 60 feet above the surface. Although the green
edge lights along the touchdown zone are distinctive enough during the
approach to the flare, the pilot tends to lose sight of them during the
flare as he concentrates on the touchdown point ahead of the aircraft.
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The same situation exists regarding the touchdam sons Rtripes ilaeinq
daylight landings. While the absence of tcc-r+rown sane lighting had same
adverse of feet on the pilots' evaluations of r" area caravol for these two
configurations, the degradation was minin a2. vb7r configuration A, the
dmge was one-half rating unit or less, for configuration D the
Ascremont was one unit. Although touchdown aons floodlighting was
clearly desirable, the landing onuld be performed adequately for either
of these configurations in UuIr absence.
Flare profiles for oonfiguration A are included in figure 17 and, in
oonparison to the envelope of profiles with th , floodlights on (fig. 9),
show essentially no difference in sirJc rats, pitch or thrust control
characteristics. While it appears that there may be some toul"w7 to
initiate the flare with the pitch rotation at slightly higher altitudes
with the flood lights off, the pilots made no specific catments in this
regard, and the data available are insufficient to be conclusive on this
point. Landing performance data shown in figure 1 0 are also not
statistically significant; however they indicate an ability to make
precise landings at low sink rates in the absence of touchdown zone
floodlights.
Similar com ants may bo made for oonfiguratirn D. Figure 18 shows
flare profiles that are cite similar to those obtained with the
floodlights on. Again, -t appears that the altitude , for initiation may
have been slightly higher with the floodlights off; however, the primary
application of thrust for final sink rate arrestment is still not
initiated until altitudes cf 20 to 30 feet are reached. Landing
performance shown in figure 16 omVmres well with that for the floodlit
touchdown zone.
Aircraft land' ^ lights off - When all the airfield lighting was on
and a aircra ft landing lights were turned off, the degradation in flare
control capability was also minimal. This lighting configuration was
evaluated only with configuration A. The pilots missed the runway
illumination provided by the landing lights as the aircraft approached
the touchdown zone and noted that visual cues for flare initiation were
poor until the aircraft was nearly into the zone. Some concern was also
expressed about floating beyond the zone without benefit of landing
lights to illuminate the runway surface. Thus, aircraft landing lights
are clearly preferred and an aircraft would certainly be equipped with
then. Howiever, it is reasonable to expect that adequate landing
capability could be acl-deved should the landing lights fail to operate.
Pilot ratings degrade only about one-half unit for configuration A under
these circumstances.
For the examples of flare control shown in figure 19 for
configuration A, sink rate and pitch profiles are comparable to those
with the landing lights on that a_re represented by the crosshatched
envelope. Again, a tendency to initiate the maneuver at a slightly
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higher altitude is sugaeted by these wusWlse. Lindted landing
perf	 reeUts still indicate capability to achieve precise landing
perfox	 (fig 1,0) .
visual_ landiny
	 off - When the banal lens visual landing
aid was '
	
off. esew	 y nc di f fer nce was rtioted in flare control
capability. With the toucdown cone floodlit .mid landing lights to
illuminate the runway approaching the zone, the pilots felt they had
adequate visual guidance to the flare after breaking off from M
guidance prior to flare initiation. Furthermxe, with the lens located
116 feet laterally from the runway centerline (66 feet to the side of the
STOOL runway) and 33 feet before the visual aim point, the pilots handed
to lose sight of the glide-slope light and could not make mach use of it
daring the flare. Essentially no difference in pilot ratinq was found to
exist in this case. This is not to say that an optical display of the
glide slope is of no value. Fbr conducting an approach under visual
oondit.ions or for oampletion of an instrument approach to landing when
visibility is poor below the strted insttvmwmt minimuns, a ground-based
visual display or an on-board, head-up presentation are both acknowledged
to be useful in guiding the pilot to the point of flare initiation.
Floodli hts and landing li hts off - A substantial difference in
flare oontral capability was noted by both pilots whe;1 the touchdoMnn zone
floodlights and aircraft landing lights were inoperative. only
configuration A was evaluated an-der  t
	 conditions. Perception of
height above the runway surface and sink rate were poor and, as a
consequence, control of the flare for a precise touchdown position and
sink rate was difficult. Both pilots tended to initiate the flare
earlier and establish a ncre gradual descent to the runway. They felt
they could land at reasonable sink rates but at the expense of
unacceptable touchdown dispersions, at least for the runway dimensions
for this program. As a result, flare control was judged to be inadequate
for this oDnfiquration under these lighting conditions.
The flare oontrol examples shown in figures 20 for configuration A
illustrate the gradual flare maneuver the pilots felt compelled to use
%hen the floodlights and landing lights were both off. In this case,
sink rate arrestment begins around 75 feet, initiated by pitch rotation
and an increment of thrust. The shallow approach is carried until
touchdown is assured and is terminated with a final check of sink rate at
about 10 feet above the runway. Landing performance reflects this
technique and touchdowns at low sink rates well beyond the landing zone
may be noted in figure 10.
CONMMIONS
Flight experiments have been conducted with the Augmentor Wing
Research Aircraft to evaluate flying qualities for the STOL flare and
landing during night operations. 2w experimsfnts were carried out at
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Ames Fasearch Center's experimental flight facility st the Cmws Landing
Naval Airfield using a baseline lighting configuration ao Vumble to that
of the Transport Canada Ottawa-Montreal MM Demonstration Project,
Simulated instrument approaches were made to Category I ndnimtes followed
by a visual landing on a 100 x 1700 ft STOL runway. Data was obtained
for variations in the aircraft's flare response characteristics and
control techniques and for different cambinations of aircraft and a
visual approach slope indication. Aircraft response characteristics
ranged from fully satisfactory to marginally adequate Llightpath rssponas
to either the pitch attitude or thrust controls. Airfield lighting
included white edge lights for the length of the STM runway and green
edge lights along the touchdown zone. The touchdown zone could also be
floodlit. Visual approach slope indication was provided by a Manel
Lens OpticaL Larding System.
Fbr the range of flare response characteristics with the amplete
airfield and aircraft lighting arrangement, the pilots considered the
flare and landing capability to be nearly the same for night as for day
operations. Touchdown zone floodlighting and aircraft landing light
illunination of the runway surface ahead of the touchdown tone ware
elements of the lighting arrangement mat appreciated. Wien either the
floodlights or landing lights were turned off, the landing could still be
ar o plinhed successfully although the pilot's workload was increased
somewhat. Without flodlights and aircraft landing lights, the flare
capability was considered to be inadequate even for aircraft
configurations having good flare response characteristics.
Therefore, it may be concluded that all of the runway lighting
elements examined in this program that are not ordinarily incorporated in
an airfield lighting array (touchdown zone edge and floodlights and a
visual approach slope indicator), are considered to be highly desirable
for night STOL landings. Failure of any one of these particular elements
or the aircraft landing lights does not prevent adequate STOL landing
performance from being achieved; however, this performance might be
marginally adequate for poor visibility or runway surface conditions or
for aircraft flare response characteristics that are unsatisfactory,
although adequate. Failure of both of the important elements
(floodlights and landing lights) produces conditions under which adequate
lan:ling performance cannot be achieved.
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Figure 3.- Crowe Landing Flight Research Facility and STOL runway layout.
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(a) Sink rate profiles for day and night landings.
Figure 9.- Flare profiles for configuration A.
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(b) Pitch attitude profiles for day and night landings.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(c) RPM profiles for night landing.
Figure 9.-- Concluded.
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(a) Sink rata profiles for da y and night landings.
Figure H.- Flare profiles for configuration B.
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Figure 11.- Concluded.
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Figure 13.- Concluded.
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(a) Sink rate profiles for day and night landings.
Figure 15.- Flare protiles for configuration D.
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(b) RPM profiles for day and night landings.
Figure 15.- Continued.
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(r) Pitch attitude profiles for day and night landings.
Figure 15.- Concluded.
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Figure 16.- Landing performance for configuration D.
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(a) Sink rate and pitch attitude profiles.
Figure 17.- Comparison of flare profiles for configuration A with
touchdown zone floodlights on and off.
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(b) RPM profiles.
Figure 17.- Concluded.
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(a) Sink rate and pitch attitude profiles.
Figure 19.- Comparison of flare profiles for configuration A with
aircraft landing lights on and off.
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(a) Sink rate and pitch attitude profiles.
Figure 20.- Comparison of flare profiles for configuration A with
floodlights and landing lights on and off.
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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